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Abst rac t - -We consider the balanced optimization problem with an additional linear constraint 
under a general combinatorial optimization setting. It is shown that this Constrained Balanced 
Optimization Problem (CBOP) can be solved in polynomial time whenever an associated minsum 
problem can be solved in polynomial time. A modification of this basic algorithm is also suggested 
with improved average performance. This modified algorithm is applicable to the unconstrained 
version also and has better average performance than existing algorithms. Computational results 
are presented which establish the superiority of the modified algorithm on both, constrained and 
unconstrained models. Some variants of CBOP are also discussed inbrief. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science 
Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let E = {1, 2 , . . . ,  m} be a finite set of m elements and F C_ 2 6 be a family of subsets of E. The 
members of F are called feasible solutions. We assume that F is represented in a compact form, 
i.e., the length of the input needed to specify F grows polynomially with m. (For example, if E is 
the edge set of a graph G and F is the family of all spanning trees of G, then given G, the family F 
is well defined. The elements of F are identified by their properties and it is not necessary to list 
the elements in order to specify F.) For each e 6 E, a cost c~ and a weight we is prescribed. For 
each S 6 F, let W(S)  = max{we : e 6 S} - min{we : e 6 S} and C(S) = ~-~ees ce. Then, the 
Constrained Balanced Optimization Problem (CBOP) is to 
minimize W ( S), 
subject o S E F, (1) 
C(S) < D, (2) 
where D is a prescribed constant. 
In the absence of (2), CBOP reduces to the Balanced Optimization Problem (BOP) studied by 
Martello et al. [1], Galil and Schieber [2], and Camerini et al. [3]. Objective functions imilar to 
that of CBOP have been studied by researchers in the context of single machine scheduling [4,5] 
and resource allocation [6] also. 
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To motivate the study of CBOP, let us consider the problem of a travel agency organizing 
international tours, discussed in [1]. Here, the objective function is to minimize the maximum 
waiting time of various groups of customers, which in turn can be interpreted as a measure of 
customer satisfaction. Using an additional constraint of the type (2), the CBOP model can be 
used to obtain a solution with guaranteed profit level, while maximizing customer satisfaction. 
Alternatively, one can consider the problem of maximizing profit, while maintaining a guaranteed 
level of customer satisfaction and in this case the following Range Constrained Optimization 
Problem (RCOP) is relevant. 
Minimize C(S), 
subject o S E F, 
W(S) <_ D °, 
where D O is a prescribed number. 
Another problem, closely related to the CBOP and the RCOP, is the Range - Sum Bicriterion 
Problem (RSBCP) defined as 
minimize {C(S), W(S)}, 
subject o S E F. 
In RSBCP, both customer satisfaction and profit maximization are considered as objectives. 
Finally, we consider another variant of CBOP, called the Range + Sum Optimization Problem 
(RSOP). This can be stated mathematically as 
minimize aW(S) + j3C(S), 
subject o S E F, 
where a and/~ are prescribed nonnegative weights. 
To interpret the RSOP objective function, let us look at the travel agency example [5] again. 
Here, the objective function is considered as a weighted sum of customer satisfaction and profit. 
Since customer satisfaction can be interpreted as a significant factor in profit maximization i the 
long term, and C(S) corresponds to immediate profit, maximizing their weighted sum, indeed, is 
a useful objective for long term planning purposes. 
It may be noted, that all our problem descriptions are in minimization forms but these can 
easily be converted to maximization forms using standard transformations. Likewise, additional 
constraints considered are < type; but a simple modification i our algorithms will allow _> type 
constraints. 
For further applications of the preceding models, note that most of the examples mentioned 
in [1,7] in the context of BOP have their natural interpretations a  CBOP, RCOP, RSBCP, and 
RSOP (as illustrated by the travel agency example, above) and thus each of these problems 
provide instances of CBOP, RCOP, RSBCP, and RSOP. 
In this paper, we first show that CBOP can be solved by solving O(m) minsum problems of 
the type 
SUM(a, b) : minimize E Ce, 
eES 
subject o S E F(a, b), 
where F(a, b) = {S E F : e E S implies a _< we _< b}. (As in the case of F, we assume that the 
family F(a, b) is represented in a compact form without explicitly listing its elements.) 
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This result shows that if SUM(a, b) can be solved in polynomial time, then CBOP can also be 
solved in polynomial time. Using properties of the solutions of these O(m) minsum problems, 
we also present an improved algorithm having the same worst-case complexity, but much better 
average performance. This improved algorithm, with simple modifications, can be used to enhance 
the performance of the algorithm of [1] for solving BOP. 
Extensive computational results are reported which establish the superiority of the improved 
algorithm, for both CBOP and BOP. We then show that RCOP can also be solved in polynomial 
time as a sequence of problems of the type SUM(a, b). For RSBCP, we identify a subfamily F* (N) 
of F containing perfectly e~icient solutions. The cardinality of F*(N) is shown to be bounded 
by m 2 and an efficient scheme is proposed to generate F*(N). Further, an optimal solution to 
RSOP is identified amongst members of F* (N). 
2. ALGORITHMS FOR CBOP 
We use a double threshold approach to solve the CBOP. Let 'a' be a lower threshold and 'b' be 
an upper threshold. Let ql, q2,.- -, q~ be an ascending arrangement of all the distinct w~ : e E E. 
The algorithm identifies ome initial values of a and b and examines if there exists an S E F(a, b) 
satisfying (2) or not. This is done by solving the SUM(a, b). If a feasible solution is identified, 
then the lower threshold is increased else the upper threshold is increased. Further, whenever a
feasible solution is found, its objective function value is compared with that of the best solution 
obtained so far and the best solution is updated if necessary. The algorithm terminates when the 
upper threshold is increased beyond q~ or a feasible solution with zero objective function value is 
identified. Thus, in effect we perform an implicit search over possible objective function values of 
CBOP. A formal description of the algorithm is given below. With some elucidating comments, 
various steps of the algorithm are self explanatory. 
The  Doub le  Thresho ld  A lgor i thm (DT-A lgor i thm)  
begin  
let ql < q2""  <: qr be the ascending arrangement of distinct We : e E E; 
a = ql, b = min{max{w~ : e e S}:  S E F} (= qt, say); 
{Comment :  b can be chosen as any number between ql and qt} 
obj = oo, i = 1, j = t, solution = 0; 
whi le j _< r do 
beg in  
solve SUM(a, b): Minimize ~ees  ce subject o S E F(a, b); 
{Comment: F(a, b) = {S E F : e E S implies a < w~ < b}. Let S(a, b) be the optimal 
solution obtained for SUM(a, b): If F(a, b) = 0, then S(a, b) = 0.} 
ifS(a,b) ~ 0 then  a* = rain{we : e E S(a,b)} and b* = max{w~ :e E S(a,b)}; 
if S(a, b) = 0, then  ~es(~,b)  ce = c~, a* = M, b* = 2M, where M is a large number; 
{Comment :  Checking feasibility of S(a, b)} 
I f  ~es(~,b) ce <_ D then 
I f  obj > b* - a* then  Solution = S(a, b) and obj = b* - a*; 
I f  obj = 0 then  output solution and stop; 
{Comment: A feasible solution exists in the current range. Increasing the lower 
threshold to examine the possibility of better solutions.} 
find k such that a* = qk, i = k + 1, a = qi; 
else {Comment :  No feasible solution in the current range. Increase the upper 
threshold. } 
j= j+ l ;b=qj ;  
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endif  
endwhi le  
output solution; 
end. 
THEOREM 1. The DT-algorithm correctly solves CBOP in O(mf(rn)) time, O(f(m)) is the 
complexity of soh,ing SUM(a, b). 
The proof of this theorem is not difficult and hence we omit it. 
3. THE IMPROVED ALGORITHM 
It is possible that an optimal solution to the above problem corresponds to a solution to 
SUM(a, b) generated in the early stages of the algorithm. Unless its objective function value is 
zero, the DT-algorithm fails to detect its optimality, without solving the O(m) problems of the 
type SUM(a, b). Also, if the values 'a' and 'b' are increased by larger amounts at each iteration, 
the total number of iterations can be reduced. With this motivation, we now present our improved 
algorithm to solve CBOP. First, we prove some results which are used in the development of the 
improved algorithm. 
Let F* = {S1, S2, . . .  , Sp} be the solutions of SUM(a, b) generated in the DT-algorithm such 
that Si is generated before Si+l, 1 < i _< p - 1. Note, that p < 2r < 2m. For any S E F, let 
ZI(S) = max{we: e 6 S} and Z2(S) = min{we :e 6 S}. 
It can be verified that ZI(S1) _< Z1($2) _< ...  _< ZI(Sp) and Z2(S1) < Z2(S2) < ... < Z2(Sp). 
For any, 1 < k < p, let F*(k) = {S1,S2,. . . ,Sk}.  Choose t(k) 6 {1,2 , . . . ,k}  such that 
Z1 (St(k)) -- Z2 (St(k)) = min{Zl(Si) - Z2(Si) : 1 < i < k}. 
Let F ° be the set of all optimal solutions of CBOP. From the validity of the double threshold 
algorithm, F ° N F* ~ O. Let Z be a parameter such that Z > max{Z2(S) : S E F ° N F*}. 
THEOREM 2. For any, 1 < k < p, if  Zl(St(k)) - Z2(St(k)) + Z <_ Z l (Sk)  , then St(k) 6 F °. 
PROOF. If possible let St(k) ¢ F °. Then there exists an Si E F ° A {F* - F*(k)} such that 
Zl(Si) - Z2(Si) < Zl(St(k)) - Z2(S(t(k)). Then, 
Zl(S i )  < Z2(Si) -~ Z 1 (St(k)) - Z 2 (St(k)) ~_ Z -~- Zl (St(k)) - Z2 (St(k)) _~ Zl(Sk) .  
Thus, Si E F*(k), a contradiction. 
THEOREM 3. If St(k) ~ F °, then there exists an Sv E F ° N {F* - F*(k)}, such that 
Z2(Sv) > Zi(Sk)  -- Z 1 (St(k)) q- Z 2 (St(k)).  
PROOF. If possible let Z2(Sv) <_ Zl(Sk)  - Zl(St(k)) + g2(St(k)). Since ZI(Sk) <_ Zl(Sv) we have 
Z2(Sv) <_ ZI(S~) - Zl(St(k)) + Z2(St(k)). Equivalently, ZI(Sv) - Z2(Sv) _> Zl(St(k)) - Z2(St(k)). 
Since Sv E F ° we have a contradiction to the fact that St(k) ~ F °, and hence the result. | 
Theorem 2 provides us a stopping criterion for the DT-algorithm. Note, that this is only a 
sufficient condition. If Theorem 2 fails at any iteration, then Theorem 3 may be used to increase 
the lower threshold, 'a', (and hence, possibly the upper threshold 'b' also) by comparatively 
larger values and thereby decreasing the total number of iterations of the DT-algorithm. The 
conditions uggested by Theorems 2 and 3 can easily be incorporated in the DT-algorithm. We 
call the resulting algorithm as Modified Double Threshold algorithm or MDT-algorithm. Results 
similar to Theorems 2 and 3 have been used previously by Punnen [8] in the context of the max + 
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sum problems and by [1] for solving the cost to time ratio problems and Ahuja [9] for solving 
cost to reliability ratio problems. 
It may be noted, that the smaller the value of the parameter Z, the faster the MDT-algorithm. 
However, computing the best possible value of Z is almost as difficult as solving CBOP. However, 
a very good approximation to Z can be obtained by choosing Z = max{Z2(S) : S E F}. If 
the calculation of this value of Z is time consuming, further approximations can be made. See 
computational results below. 
4. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 
We now present results of extensive computational experiments conducted using the MDT- 
algorithm and the DT-algorithm in order to assess their relative performance. The instance 
of CBOP used in our experiments i the Constrained balanced perfect Matching Problem in a 
bipartite graph (CMP). CMP can formally be defined as follows. 
Let G(V1, V2, E(G)) be a bipartite graph with the generic bipartition of the vertex set of G 
as V1 and V2. Let II/11 = IV21 =nand [E(G)I = m. For each edge e E E(G), acost ce and a 
weight we is prescribed. Then, choosing E as E(G) and F as the set of all perfect matchings 
of G in CBOP, we have an instance of CMP. 
The DT and MDT-algorithms for CMP were coded in FORTRAN 77 and tested on a VAX 8800 
computer system. The test problems were generated randomly with variation in size and density 
as follows. To construct he bipartite graph G, two input parameters, n(= [V~[) and d, the 
average degree of a node in 1/1 was used. First, a skeleton graph with the node set V = V1 U 1/2, 
where V1 = {1,2 , . . . ,n} and V2 = {n+l ,n+2, . . . ,2n}  is generated. Each node io fV1  is 
connected to the node n + i of V2 and this will ensure that the graph generated contains a perfect 
matching. Then, for each node i of V1, a uniformly distributed random integer d(i) is generated 
in the interval [0.75d, 1.25d]. After obtaining d(i), the remaining d(i) - 1 edges of G incident on 
node i are generated by selecting random nodes from V2 and joining them with the node i by an 
edge. This process is repeated for each i E V1 and let m* be the total number of edges in G so 
generated. If m* < nd, then nd - m* additional random edges are added to G while ensuring 
that no multiple edge is created. If m* > nd, then m* -nd  edges are deleted from G randomly 
while ensuring that the edge (i, n + i) is not deleted for any i E V1. The resulting pseudo-random 
graph contains precisely m = nd edges and is used in the experiments. 
The numbers ce are uniformly distributed random integers in the interval [50,500] and the 
number D is set equal to 1 + (~-~eeE(a)Ce)/[Vl[. Since the effect of Theorems 2 and 3 ap- 
pears to depend very heavily on the structure of we's, we have considered three different den- 
sities for we, i.e., we's are chosen to be uniformly distributed random integers in the intervals 
[1,500], [1,1000], and [1,1500]. The parameter Z used in the MDT-algorithm is computed us- 
ing the formula Z = max{maxievl mineeA(0 we,max~ev2 mineem(i)we}, where A(i) is the set 
of all edges of G incident on node i. Note, that this is not the best possible value of Z, it 
is only an easily computable approximation. The initial value of the upper threshold 'b' is set 
to min{miniev1 maxe6A(i) we, min~ey2 maXe6m(i) We}. Again, this is not the best possible choice 
for b. It is only an approximation that is easy to compute. The problem SUM(a, b) in the case 
of CMP is a minimum cost perfect bipartite matching problem and is solved using the auc- 
tion algorithm of Bertsekas [10]. We have considered a total of ten different problem sizes (i.e., 
IVII and IE(G)I). For each problem size, five different problems were solved and the number 
of iterations as well as the computation times are noted. In Table 1 we present he average of 
these observations. The table clearly indicates the superiority of the MDT-algorithm over the 
DT-algorithm in solving CBOP. The computation times are in seconds of CPU time and do not 
include input-output time. 
It may be noted that the DT-algorithm is closely related to the algorithm of [5] for solving 
BOP. In BOP, since the additional constraint (2) is not present, the SUM(a, b) problem is sim- 
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Table 1. Comparative performance of DT and MDT-algorithms for CBOP. 
IVll IEI wj E [1.500] wj E [1, 1000] wj E [1, 1500] 
DT- 
Algorithm 
iter time 
10 50 24 0.06 
20 200 131 0.62 
20 300 208 1.33[ 
50 1250 532 11.99 
50 2000 665 17.51 
80 3200 702 39.661 
80 5600 839 55.97 
90'4500 788 55.41 
100 5000 788 65.41 
100 7000 870 77.42 
MDT- 
Algorithm 
iter time 
23 0.05 
115 0.29 
181 0.48 
402 3.28 
466 3.90 
458 7.63 
512 12.34 
487 10.75 
488 12.67 
509 14.22 
DT- 
Algorithm 
iter time 
29 0.06 
143 0.72 
241 1.06 
740 13.77 
1012 20.44 
1200 49.43 
1482 79.48 
1370 78.45 
1418 95.73 
1534 118.99 
MDT- 
Algorithm 
iter time 
26 0.03 
127 0.40 
204 0.50 
592 4.74 
775 5.96 
882 11.29 
975 17.14 
932 15.59 
935 16.12 
980 21.70 
DT- 
Algorithm 
iter time 
28 0.04 
142 0.76 
254 1.10 
857 13.55 
1259 23.05 
1548 59.41 
2045 102.16 
1808 89.04 
!1884 113.00 
2142 147.16 
MDT- 
Algorithm 
iter time 
26 0.03 
118 0.30 
222 0.48 
711 3.98 
1010 6.56 
1198 13.15 
1424 20.33 
1333 19.44 
1350 24.03 
1443 26.61 
ply a feasibility test, i.e., to verify whether F(a,b) is empty or not. Wi th  this definition of 
SUM(a, b), the MDT-algor i thm can be used to solve BOP. In Table 2, we present results of the 
computat ional  experiments conducted with the MDT-algor i thm and the algorithm of Martello 
et al. (MPTW-algor i thm),  using the instance balanced perfect bipart ite matching problem of 
BOP. The feasibility tests in these experiments are carried out by using one scaling phase of the 
auction algorithm [10]. The table clearly indicates the superiority of the MDT-algor i thm over 
the MPTW-a lgor i thm [5] in solving BOP. 
Table 2. Comparative performance of DT and MDT-algorithms for BOP. 
[Vii [E[ DT-Algorithm 
iter time 
10 50 32 0.02 
20 200 141 0.21 
20 300 273 0.49 
50 1250 907 4.83 
50 2000 1273 8.21 
80 3200 1516 16.23 
80 5600 2022 29.13 
90 4500 1806 24.97 
100 5000 1871 29.10 
100 7000 2118 38.29 
MDT-Algorithm 
iter time 
24 0.018 
128 0.13 
228 0.25 
737 2.65 
1020 4.62 
1172 9.59 
1423 15.44 
1325 13.24 
1339 14.41 
1436 19.02 
5. EXTENSIONS OF CBOP 
In this section, we consider three extensions of CBOP; the Range Constrained Optimizat ion 
Problems (RCOP),  the Range Sum Bi-Criterion Problem (RSBCP) and the Range + Sum Op- 
t imizat ion Problem (RSOP). 
The problem RCOP is closely related to the CBOP and can be solved easily by appropriate 
modification of the DT-algorithm. Thus, we do not elaborate this. Let us now consider the 
RSBCP. From Section 1, the RSBCP can be stated as follows: 
minimize {C(S),  W(S)},  
subject o S 6 F. 
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Let $1 and $2 be two arbitrary elements of F. Then, $2 is said to dominate S1 if and only if 
C($2) < C(S1) and W(S2) _< W(S1) with strict inequality holding at least once. 
Let F(N) = {S E F: there does not exist any So E F which dominates S}. The members 
of F(N) are called nondominated solutions of efficient solutions. Let F*(N) be a subset of F(N) 
such that 
(i) for every S o E F(N), there exists an S* E F*(N) with the property that C(S °) = C(S*) 
and W(S °) = W(S*); 
(ii) if $1 E F*(N) and $2 E F*(N), then C(S1) ~ C($2) and W(S1) ~ W(S2). 
The set F*(N) is called a perfectly efficient family of solutions of RSBCP. Since the number of 
distinct values of W(S) is O(m2), IF*(N)I is O(m2). Note, that a perfectly efficient family of 
solutions is not unique. In solving RSBCP, we look for a perfectly efficient family of solutions. 
In other words, solving RSBCP amounts to generating an F* (N). 
Consider the ascending arrangement ql < q2 < • • • < qr of distinct w~ : e E E. For any i and j 
such that 1 < i < j < r, let S(i,j) be an optimal solution to SUM(q~,qj). Let T be a collection 
of such S(i, j ) 's,  1 < i < j < r. Note, that if SUM(qi, qj) have multiple optimal solutions, then 
only one of them qualifies to be in T. It can be verified that there exists an F* (N) C_ T. Since 
the number of possible choices for i and j is O(m2), ITI = O(m2). By examining the O(m 2) 
elements of T, we can construct a family F*(N) in O(m2f(m)) time. We leave the details to the 
reader. 
Let us now consider the range + sum optimization problem. As mentioned in Section 1, it can 
be stated mathematical ly as follows: 
minimize cxW(S) +/3C(S), 
subject to S E F, 
where a and f~ are prescribed nonnegative constants. Let Q be the set of all optimal solutions of 
RSOP. Consider the RSBCP using ~w~ in place of We and f~c~ in place of ce. Let B(N) be the 
family of nondominated solutions to the resulting RSBCP which uses these modified weights. Let 
B*(N) be an associated family of perfectly efficient solutions. It can be verified that Q c_ B(N) 
and Q N B*(N) ~t @ for any perfectly efficient family B*(N). 
The algorithm for solving RSOP is now straightforward. Simply generate a B* (N) and, then 
compare its elements with respect o the RSOP objective function and choose the one with the 
smallest objective function value. Since IB*(N)I is O(m2), given B*(N), all these computations 
can be done in O(m2Smax) time, where Smax -- max{[SI : S E F}. Thus, if B*(N) can be 
computed in polynomial time, then RSOP can also be solved in polynomial time. 
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